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Abstract 

We present an exact, asymptotically flat, stationary solution of the 
field equations of 0(2) extended tupergravity theory. Thit solution has 
a BUSS, central electric charge at well at a supercharge and constitute* 
the first exact, supersyametric generalization of the black hole geoaetries. 
The solution generalizes the extrente Reitsner-Nordström black holes. 
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A remarkable property of the extreme Reissnei -Nordström black holes 
is their quantunrmechanical stability. These black holes have zero Hawking 
temperature, saturate the Bogomolny bound for general relativity and play 
the role of the gravitational solitons ' . When one searches for 
possible generalizations of black holes in the framework of 0(2) extended 
supergravity theory, one finds that it is precisely these stable black 
holes which are distinguished by the local supersymsetry. This can be seen 
by linearizing the equations of 0(2) supergravity with respect to the 
spin-3/2 fields and employing the resulting scheme to examine the spin-3/2 
perturbations of the Kerr-Newman black holes. In this approximation the 
supersymsctry invariance manifests itself as a gauge freedom associated 
with the perturbations and dictates that Kerr-Newman black hol*s cannot 
support regular, stationary, non-gauge spin-3/2 fields unless the Bogomolny 
bound is saturated . Moreover, when the Bogomolny bound is attained, 
supersyanetry allows only a particular multipole of the spin-3/2 fields 
to possess these three qualities simultaneously. Among the static, non-
gauge spin-3/2 perturbations of the extreme Reissner-NordstrBm black 
holes there is a unique mode which is regular on and outside the future 
horizon and which dies off at spatial infinity. This mode is the t - 1/2 
multipole of the spin-3/2 fields and carries the conserved supercharge as 

(4) a linearized "superhair" for the black holes 
It is known that in classical relativity a spin-s, zero-rest-mass 

field can lead to new black hole parameters only through its t < s multi-
poles . The above results are in complete agreement with this observation 
and indicate that the supersynsnetry can extend the notion of a black hole 
in a well-defined manner to the quantum domain. This expectation is based 
on the fac'. that, at the linearized level, the supersymmetry singles out 
not only the expected multipole of th? spin-3/2 fields but also the quantuar-
mechanically stable backgrounds. Therefore, it is of considerable interest 
to examine how the linearized results are generalized at the level of the 
exact solutions of the 0(2) supergravity theory. The nuaber of the relevant 
exact solutions is clearly very limited. If these solutions can be found, 
they will constitute the only exact, fully supersynoetric generalizations 
of the black hole geometries and may offer new insights into the non-
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perturbative structure of the 0(2) supergravity theory. 
In this letter we shall present such an exact solution. This is an 

asymptotically flat, stationary solution of the field equations of 0(2) 
supergravity which generalises the extreme Reissner-Nordström black holes. 
The solutioa has a mass, central electric charge as well as a supercharge. 
When one sets Che supercharge parameter to zero in the solucion, one 
switches off the spin-3/2 fields and the extreme Reissner-Nordström geo
metry results. On the other hand, when one retains the linear terms in 
the supercharge, one obtains the 1—1/2 multipole of the spin-3/2 fields 
on the extreme Reissner-Nordström background. 

Consider the 0(2) extended supergravity theory in the form where the 
internal 0(2) symmetry i* not gauged and where all the auxiliary fields 
are set equal co zero . Then, in the second order formalism, the field 
variables appearing in the 0(2) supergravity action may he taken to be 
the orthonormal tetrad one-forms V , cne graviphoton potential one-form 
A and an 0(2) doublet of Majorana spinor-valued one-forms i> • Among these 
fields the fermionic variables * J must be treated as odd elements of a 

(8) Grassmann algebra and due to the supersymnetry invariance this implies 
that the bosonic fields V and A ars even elements of the same algebra. 
The fields v , A and <r which extremize the 0(2) supergravity action are 
obtained in the usual manner by a variational principle and are governed 
by a set of non-linear field equations. In order to write down these 
equations it is convenient to introduce first the two-forms 2K. * 
• e j k * J A f k , 2K- - -ic j k * J A Y s * k , che supercovariant field strength 

(9) F - dA • K , and the supercovariant derivative : 

D* j - D* j - i c j k ( F - b o " b ) Y A * k . (I) 

Here D is Che covariant derivative: 

0vj - d^ *± v ° * b A * J • ( 2 ) 

involving che exterior derivative d, Che torsion-free connection one-forms 
u> . (V ) and the contorsion K . : ab ab 
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-ab * - a b ( v C ) * "ab : Kca * V' ' 1 •' A V * • <3> 

Defining further the spacetime curvature two-forms »J . • d« . • w A m . 
ab *s ac o 

and denoting the Hodge dual by an asterisk, the field equations of the 
0(2) extended supergravity take the form 

d(»F - K 2) - 0 , (5) 

TjYAfi*5 - 0 , (6) 

where 

T <*> " " fc f Cb * { -.b'c/* • <» ab 

The solution to these field equations that we wish to report is ob
tained with the aid of • Newaan-Penrose-Debever * formalism which 
takes into account the torsion generated by * J. Therefore, we choose the 
Ueyl representation for the Dirac matrices and take, instead of the ortho-
r.ormal tetrad fields V , the null tetrad basis one-forms (t.n.m.m) as the 
gravitational field variables. These basis one-forms may be related to V 

(8) 

where the spatial components of i are the Pauli spin matrices and a is 
£ o 

the two-dimensional identity matrix. We denote the entries of the Majorana 
fields *} •• 

[ " -m| 
V*o - / I 

a - • V 
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(9) 

i-äi. 

^td wotk in a coordinate chart (v,r,C,c) where v is the advanced tine, 
r is the usual radial and ( is the complex stereographic coordinate. In 
this coordinate chart we have verified that the null tetrad 

A in 2 -I - C-^- • — S S)dr - dr . 
2 r 2 rH 

(10a) 

n • dv , 

- * — dl • ̂  S dv . 
/2 P r 2 

(10b) 

(10c) 

the graviphoton potential one-form 

A - - - dv 
r 

and the spin-3/2 fields ir*, whose one-fora ent ries are 

(ID 

iM jk -k e S n 
fi r2 

(12a) 

2 2r' /2r- r 2 

(12b) 

constitute an exact solution to the equations (4) - (6). Here we are 
using the abbreviations A - (r-M) 2, 2P - I • « , S - cJ S J S and 

s i . p - , / 2 ( c J - i e J k c k O . (13) 

(4) is a particular combination of the spin-1/2 spherical harmonics . 
Moreover, M and c J arc the only free parameters appearing in the solution; 
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i time, 

täte. In 

(10.) 

(U) 

(12a) 

are 

nd 

M is a positive real constant and c are odd e!etr.rnts of » finite-

dimensional Crassaann algebra: 

c j c k • c" c j - 0 . c j c k • c k c j - 0 . (14) 

By an appeal to Che relevant surface integrate it can be shown 

that M is the mass of the solution and that c J together with c constitute 

the entries of the spinor supercharge. The solution also has a central 

electric charge e which satisfies e - M. (Due to che invariance of (4) -

(6) under Che duality-chiral transformations , the inclusion of a 

central Magnetic charge is sCraightforward.) Fro« (10) - (12) ic can 

easily be inferred that che terms which are non-linear in cJ all die off 

(10b) very rapidly at spatial infinity and do not contribute to the surface 

integrals. In particular, at spatial infinity the total supercharge of 

(10c) the solution ia anchored only by the linearized parts of the spin-3/2 

fields. Hence a simple way to verify the nature of the constants is to 

linearize Che soluCion with respect to the parameter* c . Then (10) and 

(II) reduce to Che extreme Reissner-Nordströa solution and (12) reduces 

to the t " 1/2 multipole of the ipin-3/2 fields in the supergauge of 

Ref. 14. 

Certain obvious properties of the solution can be exhibited by noting 

that any Crassnann algebra-valued field can be decomposed into a "body" 

which cakes values in Che field of real or complex numbers and a "soul' 

which is nilpotent . Consider for example the spacetime metric 

(I2b) g • * ® n • n 0 1 - a © m - a <£> a , (15) 

corresponding to the solution (10) - (12). This metric can be written as 

8 - S B " Kg . (»6) 

(13) 
where the body g_ is Che usual Reissner-Nordströa metric and the soul g_ 

4) is 

: solution; 
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2t«2 - if) M — 
L • — S S d»2 • =-=-£ dv(SdC • SdO - M7) 
3 b XT 

The body g_ is. of course, static and spherically symmetric The full 
aetric g itself is only stationary. This is quite understandable because, 
the feraionic fields • - which cannot be axiallv syassetrir - generate, 
in addition to the spacetiae torsion, a non-zero twist for the tiae-like 
Killing vector Kv - 6V . 

v 
How can this solution be interpreted as describing a black hole? 

Here one aay take the viewpoint that the body of a Grassaann valued-field 
can always be given an operational interpretation and use g tc identify 

D 
the black hole. In this approach the horizon of the black hole will be 
located it r • H which is a null hypersurface with respect to g_. This 
horizon is a degenerate horizon and intersects the v " const, hypersurfaces 
on a two-sphere of surface area 4wM2. On this two-sphere the soul of the 
metric vanishes and vJ have purely tangential components. (See Fig. I.) 
Within this interpretation one may evaluate the supercharge of the solution 

(2 i with the aid of the supercovariantly constant spinors which are adautced 
by g_. Using the supercovariantly constant spinors in the aanner described 
in Ref. 16 one obtains that the total supercharge Q, calculated at spatial 
infinity, is 

Q - Q H • Q, x t . (»8) 

where Q„ is the supercharge evaluated on the two-sphere located at r - M. n 
Q if the supercharge calculated on a space-like hypersurface which 
starts at the horizon and ends at spatial infinity. Then one finds that, 
whereas Q and Q # aay be mixed by an infinitesimal supersymnetry trans
formation, the total supercharge Q is a supergauge invariant quantity. 
This property follows froa the sharp fall off of the fields at spatial 
infinity. 

There is however » aore challenging approach to the solution which 
is linked to the anticoasucativity of cJ and which points towards a quantum 
interpretation. A curious consequence of the anticomnutativity of cJ is 
that the norm of the time-like Killing vector K for the full metric g is 
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a purely radial , Crassaann-valued function. If one could interpret th is 
function in terns of the expectation values of the quantun operators in 
a yet undefined sense and treat th* anticommuting constants »s ordinary 
numbers after obtaining the solut ion, then the fu l l metric g could be 
used to describe a black hole. As can eas i ly be inferred fro* (16) and 
(17) , with th i s assumption the norm of K would vanish on a non-degenerate 
noriron. This noricon would s t i l l have the topology of a two-sphere (see 
Fig. I) but the theorea, taplying that the stationary black holes must be 
azially-syassetrc , would presumably be transcended. At the present 
s tate of quantum gravity, a better understanding of this interesting 
p o s s i b i l i t y awaits the determination of the back-reaction of the spin-3/2 
f ie lds which are quantized on an extreme Reissner-NordstrSm background. 
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Figure Caption 

Fig. I In the solution the intersection of the horizon wich the v • 
- const, surfaces is a two-sphere. On th is two-sphere spin-3/2 
f ie lds have purely tangential components. 
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